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Florence and the Medici Jun 17
2021 The enduring fascination
of the Medici emanates from
their ability as individuals and
as a family to control the
government of Florence - first,
within a quasi-democratic
system, and finally through
dynastic inheritance.Based on
the latest research, Professor
Hale's masterly study thus
presents an account of the
Medici that serves as a history
of Florence from the early
fifteenth to the early
eighteenth century.
Memoirs of the House of
Medici May 05 2020
Cosimo De' Medici and the
Florentine Renaissance Feb 11
2021 "Cosimo de'Medici
(1389-1464), the fabulously
wealthy banker who became
the leading citizen of Florence
in the fifteenth century, spent
lavishly as the city's most
important patron of art and
literature. This book is the first
comprehensive examination of
the-house-of-medici-its-rise-and-fall-christopher-hibbert

the whole body of works of art
and architecture commissioned
by Cosimo and his sons. By
looking closely at this
spectacular group of
commissions, we gain an
entirely new picture of their
patron, and of the patron's
point of view. Recurrent
themes in the commissions from Fra Angelico's San Marco
altarpiece to the Medici palace
- indicate the main interests to
which Cosimo's patronage gave
visual expression. Dale Kent
offers new insights and
perspectives on the individual
objects comprising the Medici
oeuvre by setting them within
the context of civic and popular
culture in early Renaissance
Florence, and of Cosimo's life
as the leader of the Medici
lineage and the dominant force
in the governing elite." "From
the wealth of available
documentation illuminating
Cosimo de'Medici's life, the
author considers how his own
experience influenced his
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patronage; how the culture of
Renaissance Florence provided
a common idiom for the patron,
his artists, and his audience;
what he preferred and
intended as a patron; and how
focussing on his patronage of
art alters the image of him that
is based on his roles as banker
and politician. Cosimo was as
much a product as a shaper of
Florentine society, Kent
concludes. She identifies civic
patriotism and devotion as the
main themes of his oeuvre and
argues that religious
imperatives may well have
been more important than
political ones in shaping the art
for which he was responsible
and its reception."--BOOK
JACKET.Title Summary field
provided by Blackwell North
America, Inc. All Rights
Reserved
The Rise and Fall of the
House of Medici Oct 02 2022
It was a dynasty with more
wealth, passion, and power
than the houses of Windsor,
Kennedy, and Rockefeller
combined. It shaped all of
Europe and controlled politics,
scientists, artists, and even
the-house-of-medici-its-rise-and-fall-christopher-hibbert

popes, for three hundred years.
It was the house of Medici,
patrons of Botticelli,
Michelangelo and Galileo,
benefactors who turned
Florence into a global power
center, and then lost it all. The
House of Medici picks up
where Barbara Tuchman's
Hibbert delves into the lives of
the Medici family, whose
legacy of increasing selfindulgence and sexual
dalliance eventually led to its
self-destruction. With twentyfour pages of black-and-white
illustrations, this timeless saga
is one of Quill's strongestselling paperbacks.
The Medici: Portraits and
Politics 1512–1570 Dec 12
2020 Between 1512 and 1570,
Florence underwent dramatic
political transformations. As
citizens jockeyed for
prominence, portraits became
an essential means not only of
recording a likeness but also of
conveying a sitter’s character,
social position, and cultural
ambitions. This fascinating
book explores the ways that
painters (including Jacopo
Pontormo, Agnolo Bronzino,
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and Francesco Salviati),
sculptors (such as Benvenuto
Cellini), and artists in other
media endowed their works
with an erudite and selfconsciously stylish character
that made Florentine
portraiture distinctive. The
Medici family had ruled
Florence without interruption
between 1434 and 1494.
Following their return to power
in 1512, Cosimo I de’ Medici,
who became the second Duke
of Florence in 1537,
demonstrated a particularly
shrewd ability to wield culture
as a political tool in order to
transform Florence into a
dynastic duchy and give
Florentine art the central
position it has held ever since.
Featuring more than ninety
remarkable paintings,
sculptures, works on paper,
and medals, this volume is
written by a team of leading
international authors and
presents a sweeping,
penetrating exploration of a
crucial and vibrant period in
Italian art.
The Black Prince of
Florence Apr 27 2022 ‘A
the-house-of-medici-its-rise-and-fall-christopher-hibbert

spectacular, elegant, brilliant
portrait of skulduggery,
murder and sex in Renaissance
Florence’ Simon Sebag
Montefiore, Evening Standard,
Books of the Year 1531 – after
years of brutal war and
political intrigue, the bastard
son of a Medici Duke and a
‘half-negro’ maidservant rides
into Florence. Within a year, he
rules the city as its Prince.
Backed by the Pope and his
future father-in-law the Holy
Roman Emperor, the nineteenyear-old Alessandro faces down
bloody family rivalry and the
scheming hostility of Italy’s
oligarchs to reassert the
Medicis’ faltering grip on the
turbulent city-state. Six years
later, as he awaits an
adulterous liaison, he will be
murdered by his cousin in
another man’s bed. ‘Nothing in
sixteenth-century history is
more astonishing’ Hilary
Mantel
Medici ~ Legacy Jan 25 2022
The third instalment in a series
charting the rise of the House
of Medici as they become
Masters of Florence and
progenitors of the Renaissance.
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Catherine de'Medici Sep 20
2021 Catherine de' Medici
(1519-89) was the wife of one
king of France and the mother
of three more - the last, sorry
representatives of the Valois,
who had ruled France since
1328. She herself is of
preeminent importance to
French history, and one of the
most controversial of all
historical figures. Despised
until she was powerful enough
to be hated, she was, in her
own lifetime and since, the
subject of a "Black Legend"
that has made her a favourite
subject of historical novelists
(most notably Alexandre
Dumas, whose Reine Margot
has recently had new currency
on film). Yet there is no recent
biography of her in English.
This new study, by a leading
scholar of Renaissance France,
is a major event. Catherine, a
neglected and insignificant
member of the Florentine
Medici, entered French history
in 1533 when she married the
son of Francis I for short-lived
political reasons: her uncle was
pope Clement VII, who died the
following year. Now of no
the-house-of-medici-its-rise-and-fall-christopher-hibbert

diplomatic value, Catherine
was treated with contempt at
the French court even after her
husband's accession as Henry
II in 1547. Even so, she gave
him ten children before he was
killed in a tournament in 1559.
She was left with three young
boys, who succeeded to the
throne as Francis II (1559-60),
Charles IX (1560-74) and
Henry III (1574-89). As regent
and queen-mother, a woman
and with no natural power-base
of her own, she faced
impossible odds. France was
accelerating into chaos, with
political faction at court and
religious conflict throughout
the land. As the country
disintegrated, Catherine's
overriding concern was for the
interests of her children. She
was tireless in her efforts to
protect her sons' inheritance,
and to settle her daughters in
advantageous marriages. But
France needed more.
Catherine herself was both
peace-loving and, in an age of
frenzied religious hatred,
unbigoted. She tried to use the
Huguenots to counterbalance
the growing power of the ultra5/20
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Catholic Guises but extremism
on all sides frustrated her. She
was drawn into the violence.
Her name is ineradicably
associated with its culmination,
the Massacre of St
Bartholomew (24 August
1572), when thousands of
Huguenots were slaughtered in
Paris and elsewhere. To this
day no-one knows for certain
whether Catherine instigated
the massacre or not, but here
Robert Knecht explores the
probabilities in a notably levelheaded fashion. His book is a
gripping narrative in its own
right. It offers both a lucid
exposition of immensely
complex events (with their
profound imact on the future of
France), and also a convincing
portrait of its enigmatic central
character. In going behind the
familiar Black Legend,
Professor Knecht does not
make the mistake of
whitewashing Catherine; but
he shows how intractable was
her world, and how shifty or
intransigent the people with
whom she had to deal. For all
her flaws, she emerges as a
more sympathetic - and, in her
the-house-of-medici-its-rise-and-fall-christopher-hibbert

pragmatism, more modern figure than most of her leading
contemporaries.
The Medici Secret Jul 07 2020
This breathtaking mystery
thriller international
bestselling author Michael
White expertly meshes past
and present, cryptic clues and
constant menace. It's
absolutely perfect for fans of
Dan Brown, James Becker and
Chris Kuzneski. READERS ARE
LOVING THE MEDICI
SECRET! 'If you like historic
mysteries where the plot is
unravelling the clues, this is
the book for you.' -- *****
Reader review 'This is one of
those novels which grabs you
on page one and doesn't let you
go until the final page.' -- *****
Reader review 'Gripping.' -***** Reader review 'Could not
put the book down.' -- *****
Reader review
********************************
********************************
******************* AN
ANCIENT MYSTERY. A
CONSPIRACY OF SILENCE. A
SECRET TO KILL FOR. The
crypt of the Medici Chapel,
Florence: palaeopathologist,
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Edie Granger, and her uncle,
Carlin Mackenzie, examine the
mummified remains of one of
the most powerful families in
Renaissance Italy. Under the
crisp skin, the organs have
shrivelled to a fraction of their
original size, meaning it is
difficult to gather a usable
DNA sample. Edie and
Mackenzie both have serious
doubts about the true identity
of at least two of the fivehundred-year-old bodies. And
no one can explain the
presence of an alien object
discovered resting against
Cosimo de Medici's spine. For
Carlin Mackenzie, this is the
most fascinating and the most
dangerous discovery of his life.
For Edie, it is the beginning of
an obsessive, life-threatening
quest...
Magnifico Sep 01 2022
Recounts the life of Lorenzo de'
Medici, the Florentine banker,
statesman, and arts patron,
and includes his competitive
and at times violent career in
politics.
The Borgias and Their
Enemies, 1431–1519 Jul 27
2019 This colorful history of a
the-house-of-medici-its-rise-and-fall-christopher-hibbert

powerful family brings the
world they lived in—the
glittering Rome of the Italian
Renaissance—to life. The name
Borgia is synonymous with the
corruption, nepotism, and
greed that were rife in
Renaissance Italy. The
powerful, voracious Rodrigo
Borgia, better known to history
as Pope Alexander VI, was the
central figure of the dynasty.
Two of his seven papal
offspring also rose to power
and fame—Lucrezia Borgia, his
daughter, whose husband was
famously murdered by her
brother, and that brother,
Cesare, who inspired Niccolò
Machiavelli’s The Prince.
Notorious for seizing power,
wealth, land, and titles through
bribery, marriage, and murder,
the dynasty’s dramatic rise
from its Spanish roots to its
occupation of the highest
position in Renaissance society
forms a gripping tale. From the
author of The Rise and Fall of
the House of Medici and other
acclaimed works, The Borgias
and Their Enemies is “a
fascinating read” (Library
Journal).
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Lorenzo de Medici Aug 08
2020 Lorenzo de’ Medici was
never an old man. He died in
1492 at the age of forty-three.
He came to power in fifteenthcentury Florence at the age of
twenty. In the twenty-odd years
of his rule, this banker,
politician, international
diplomat, free-wheeling poet
and songwriter, and energetic
revolutionary helped to give
shape, tone, and tempo to that
truly dazzling time of Western
history, the Renaissance. This
book, by award-winning author
Charles L. Mee, Jr., recounts
the remarkable life of Lorenzo
de’ Medici and of the times in
which he lived.
The Medici, Michelangelo, &
the Art of Late Renaissance
Florence Aug 20 2021
"Publisdhed in conjuntion with
the exhibition: Magnificenza!
the Medici, Michelangelo, &
the Art of Late Renaissance
Florence (In Italy, L'Ombra del
genio: Michelangelo e l'arte a
Firenze, 1538-1631) ..."--Title
page verso.
Medici Women Jan 31 2020
Lorenzo De' Medici and the
Art of Magnificence Apr 15
the-house-of-medici-its-rise-and-fall-christopher-hibbert

2021 "Historian F.W. Kent
offers a new look at Lorenzo's
relationship to the arts,
aesthetics, collecting, and
building - especially in the
context of his role as the
political boss (maestro della
bottega) of republican Florence
and a leading player in
Renaissance Italian diplomacy.
Kent's approach reveals
Lorenzo's activities as an art
patron as far more extensive
and creative than previously
thought. Known as "the
Magnificent," Lorenzo was
broadly interested in the arts
and supported efforts to
beautify Florence and the many
Medici lands and palaces. His
expertise was well regarded by
guildsmen and artists, who
often turned to him for advice
as well as for patronage.
April Blood May 17 2021 One
of the world's leading
historians of Renaissance Italy
brings to life here the vibrant-and violent--society of fifteenthcentury Florence. His
disturbing narrative opens up
an entire culture, revealing the
dark side of Renaissance man
and politician Lorenzo de'
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Medici. On a Sunday in April
1478, assassins attacked
Lorenzo and his brother as
they attended Mass in the
cathedral of Florence. Lorenzo
scrambled to safety as Giuliano
bled to death on the cathedral
floor. April Blood moves
outward in time and space
from that murderous event,
unfolding a story of tangled
passions, ambition, treachery,
and revenge. The conspiracy
was led by one of the city's
most noble clans, the Pazzi,
financiers who feared and
resented the Medici's
swaggering new role as
political bosses--but the web of
intrigue spread through all of
Italy. Bankers, mercenaries,
the Duke of Urbino, the King of
Naples, and Pope Sixtus IV
entered secretly into the plot.
Florence was plunged into a
peninsular war, and Lorenzo
was soon fighting for his own
and his family's survival. The
failed assassination doomed
the Pazzi. Medici revenge was
swift and brutal--plotters were
hanged or beheaded, innocents
were hacked to pieces, and
bodies were put out to dangle
the-house-of-medici-its-rise-and-fall-christopher-hibbert

from the windows of the
government palace. All
remaining members of the
larger Pazzi clan were forced
to change their surname, and
every public sign or symbol of
the family was expunged or
destroyed. April Blood offers us
a fresh portrait of Renaissance
Florence, where dazzling
artistic achievements went side
by side with violence, craft,
and bare-knuckle politics. At
the center of the canvas is the
figure of Lorenzo the
Magnificent--poet, statesman,
connoisseur, patron of the arts,
and ruthless "boss of bosses."
This extraordinarily vivid
account of a turning point in
the Italian Renaissance is
bound to become a lasting
work of history.
The Politics of Water in the
Art and Festivals of Medici
Florence Nov 10 2020 This
book tells the story of one
dynasty's struggle with water,
to control its flow and manage
its representation. The role of
water in the art and festivals of
Cosimo I and his heirs,
Francesco I and Ferdinando I
de' Medici, informs this richly9/20
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illustrated interdisciplinary
study. Else draws on a wealth
of visual and documentary
material to trace how the
Medici sought to harness the
power of Neptune, whether in
the application of his imagery
or in the control over
waterways and maritime
frontiers, as they negotiated a
place in the unstable political
arena of Europe, and competed
with foreign powers more
versed in maritime traditions
and aquatic imagery.
The Medici Jan 13 2021 The
Medici are probably the bestknown and most illustrious
Italian family - one that
produced two popes, two
Queens of France and such a
multi-faceted and
extraordinary figure as Lorenzo
the Magnificent. Their name is
inextricably linked to the
history of Florence. The city
itself remains a living symbol of
the peninsula's most splendid
epoch. When people around the
world think of Italy, they
usually think of Florence and
Tuscany, and of the priceless
art collections that hold, to this
day, an irresistible fascination
the-house-of-medici-its-rise-and-fall-christopher-hibbert

for millions of visitors. This
concise and brilliant book
reads like a piece of journalism
in the best sense of the term.
With an entirely original and
non-provincial approach, the
author traces the dazzling rise
and fall of this dynasty, from
the first gonfaloniere to the last
Grand Duke, tirelessly bringing
out its historical links with
Florence, Italy and Europe. The
many illustrations, clarified by
ample captions, do not add up
to a mere gallery of official
portraits; rather, the
Daily Life in Florence Mar 03
2020 Originally published in
1960, paints a picture of what
life was like in Renaissance
Florence. It examines private
and public life of Florentine
citizens, governance and
defence; the life of women;
domestic arrangements; ritual
and ceremony, siege and
plague.
Catherine de Medici Dec 24
2021 The inspiration for the
STARZ original series, The
Serpent Queen, premiering
September 11. “A beautifully
written portrait of a ruthless,
subtle and fearless woman
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fighting for survival and power
in a world of gangsterish
brutality, routine assassination
and religious mania. . . . Frieda
has brought a largely forgotten
heroine-villainess and a whole
sumptuously vicious era back
to life. . . . This is The
Godfather meets Elizabeth.”
—Simon Sebag Montefiore,
author of Stalin: The Court of
the Red Tsar Poisoner,
besotted mother, despot,
necromancer, engineer of a
massacre: the dark legend of
Catherine de Medici is
centuries old. In this critically
hailed biography, Leonie
Frieda reclaims the story of
this unjustly maligned queen of
France to reveal a skilled ruler
battling extraordinary political
and personal odds. Based on
comprehensive research
including thousands of
Catherine’s own letters, Frieda
unfurls Catherine’s story from
her troubled childhood in
Florence to her tumultuous
marriage to Henry II of France;
her transformation of French
culture to her reign as a queen
who would use brutality to
ensure her children’s royal
the-house-of-medici-its-rise-and-fall-christopher-hibbert

birthright. Brilliantly executed,
this enthralling biography goes
beyond myth to paint a very
human portrait of this
remarkable figure.
Treasures of the Medici Nov 30
2019 The members of the
legendary Medici family
amassed a fabulous hoard in
the course of their long reign
over Florence. This incredible
assemblage of rings, statuettes,
vases, brooches, and other
objects, made of gold, silver,
jade, alabaster, and other
precious substances, was
brought from Europe, Asia,
China, and even the New World
to beautify the persons and
palaces of the Medici. Many
European kings and princes
had Schatzkammers or
cabinets de curiosite that were
a reflection of their power and
the breadth of their interests.
None, however, played such an
important role in bringing
together and sponsoring
brilliant carvers of stone and
crystal as well as sculptors,
gold- and silversmiths as did
the Medici for over two
centuries. It seems scarcely
conceivable that a single family
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- even one dominated by the
preeminent bankers, princes,
and artistic patrons of the day could have gathered so many
splendid treasures. These also
included elaborate church
reliquaries, priceless Greek
and Roman cameos, as well as
Renaissance bronzes, often
imitations of ancient sculpture
that reflect the Renaissance
passion for antiquity. Here, for
the first time, is a complete
guide to these remarkable
objets d'art. In this unique
work, Anna Maria Massinelli
and Filippo Tuena have
assembled an inventory of the
Medici treasures now held in
such collections as the Museo
degli Argenti, the Bargello, and
the church of San Lorenzo in
Florence and the Museo
Nazionale in Naples. They have
chosen the most dazzling and
important pieces for
reproduction in this richly
illustrated volume. Published
on the occasion of the 500th
anniversary of the death of
Lorenzo the Magnificent greatest of his line - The
Treasures of the Medici is a
catalog for an exhibition that
the-house-of-medici-its-rise-and-fall-christopher-hibbert

could have taken place only
were that dynasty still in
power. The assistance of the
Italian state has ensured that
this is as near as possible a
definitive record of an
unparalleled inheritance: the
only chance to see its entire
range brought together. A
superb demonstration of the
pride and power of one of
Europe's greatest families, this
glittering treasure contains
some of the finest
craftsmanship of its time,
commemorating an age of
supreme artistic brilliance that
holds immense appeal for
everyone interested in the
Renaissance and its unique
masterpieces.
The Medici Sep 08 2020 "The
Medici: Citizens and Masters"
offers a novel, comparative
approach to examining Medici
power and influence in
Florence. Contributors from
diverse perspectives set Medici
rule against princely states
such as Milan and Ferrara, and
they ask how much the Medici
changed Florence, contrasting
their supremacy with earlier
Florentine regimes.
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The Medici Effect Oct 29
2019 Examines why creativity
and insight are incredibly
vibrant at the intersection of
domains, disciplines, cultures
and fields and tells us how to
get to those places. This book
reveals the core principles that
reign when divergent concepts
are combined.
Magnifico Apr 03 2020
Magnifico is a vividly colorful
portrait of Lorenzo de' Medici,
the uncrowned ruler of
Florence during its golden age.
A true "Renaissance man,"
Lorenzo dazzled
contemporaries with his
prodigious talents and
magnetic personality. Known to
history as Il Magnifico (the
Magnificent), Lorenzo was not
only the foremost patron of his
day but also a renowned poet,
equally adept at composing
philosophical verses and
obscene rhymes to be sung at
Carnival. He befriended the
greatest artists and writers of
the time -- Leonardo, Botticelli,
Poliziano, and, especially,
Michelangelo, whom he
discovered as a young boy and
invited to live at his palace -the-house-of-medici-its-rise-and-fall-christopher-hibbert

turning Florence into the
cultural capital of Europe. He
was the leading statesman of
the age, the fulcrum of Italy,
but also a cunning and ruthless
political operative. Miles
Unger's biography of this
complex figure draws on
primary research in Italian
sources and on his intimate
knowledge of Florence, where
he lived for several years.
Lorenzo's grandfather Cosimo
had converted the vast wealth
of the family bank into political
power, but from his earliest
days Lorenzo's position was
precarious. Bitter rivalries
among the leading Florentine
families and competition
among the squabbling Italian
states meant that Lorenzo's life
was under constant threat.
Those who plotted his death
included a pope, a king, and a
duke, but Lorenzo used his
legendary charm and
diplomatic skill -- as well as
occasional acts of violence -- to
navigate the murderous
labyrinth of Italian politics.
Against all odds he managed
not only to survive but to
preside over one of the great
13/20
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moments in the history of
civilization. Florence in the age
of Lorenzo was a city of
contrasts, of unparalleled
artistic brilliance and
unimaginable squalor in the
city's crowded tenements; of
both pagan excess and the fireand-brimstone sermons of the
Dominican preacher
Savonarola. Florence gave
birpth to both the otherworldly
perfection of Botticelli's
Primavera and the gritty
realism of Machiavelli's The
Prince. Nowhere was this
world of contrasts more
perfectly embodied than in the
life and character of the man
who ruled this most fascinating
city.
Isabella de'Medici Feb 23 2022
Isabella de' Medici was the
hostess of a glittering circle in
Renaissance Florence.
Beautiful and liberated, she not
only matched the intellectual
accomplishments of her male
contemporaries, but sought
sexual parity also, engaging in
an adulterous affair with her
husband's cousin. It was this
affair - and her very success as
First Lady of Florence - that led
the-house-of-medici-its-rise-and-fall-christopher-hibbert

to her death at the hands of her
husband at the age of just
thirty-four. She left behind a
remarkable story, and as her
legacy a son who became the
best of the Orsini Dukes,
immortalised by Shakespeare
as Duke Orsino in Twelfth
Night. Caroline P. Murphy
illuminates this often
misunderstood figure, and in
the process brings to life the
home of creativity, the city of
Florence itself.
The Family Medici Oct 22 2021
Having founded the bank that
became the most powerful in
Europe in the fifteenth century,
the Medici gained massive
political power in Florence,
raising the city to a peak of
cultural achievement and
becoming its hereditary dukes.
Among their number were no
fewer than three popes and a
powerful and influential queen
of France. Their influence
brought about an explosion of
Florentine art and architecture.
Michelangelo, Donatello, Fra
Angelico, and Leonardo were
among the artists with whom
they were socialized and
patronized.Thus runs the
14/20
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"accepted view" of the Medici.
However, Mary Hollingsworth
argues that the idea that the
Medici were enlightened rulers
of the Renaissance is a fiction
that has now acquired the
status of historical fact. In
truth, the Medici were as
devious and immoral as the
Borgias--tyrants loathed in the
city they illegally made their
own. In this dynamic new
history, Hollingsworth argues
that past narratives have
focused on a sanitized and
fictitious view of the Medici-wise rulers, enlightened
patrons of the arts, and fathers
of the Renaissance--but that in
fact their past was reinvented
in the sixteenth century,
mythologized by later
generations of Medici who
used this as a central prop for
their legacy.Hollingsworth's
revelatory re-telling of the
story of the family Medici
brings a fresh and exhilarating
new perspective to the story
behind the most powerful
family of the Italian
Renaissance.
The Medici Boy Jun 05 2020
While creating his famous
the-house-of-medici-its-rise-and-fall-christopher-hibbert

bronze of David and Goliath,
Donatello’s passion for his
beautiful model and part time
rent boy, Agnolo, ignites a
dangerous jealousy that
ultimately leads to murder.
Luca, the complex and
conflicted assistant, will
sacrifice all to save Donatello,
even his master’s friend--the
great patron of art, Cosimo de’
Medici.
The Court of the Medici Jun
25 2019 Originally published in
1978 this book assesses the
Medici achievements as they
appear to the 21st Century
reader. As well as discussing
individuals from the Medici
clan, Medicean politics,
bloodshed and conspiracies are
also examined and relations
with the other city states.
Much of the material is based
upon Medici archives and helps
to provide a distinctive view of
the Medici mystique.
Cosimo De' Medici Jul 19
2021 In many ways, he was the
father of the Renaissance, or at
least its midwife, taking the
reins of Florence in 1433 and
leading it to a cultural apex
that has, perhaps, yet to be
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rivaled by any municipality
since. Cosimo De' Medici,
master of a city-state, diplomat
and statesman, ruled a
Florence that was "in miniature
an empire," as this 1899
biography calls it, where
painters and thinkers created
new movements of art,
philosophy, and science that, in
turn, created our world today.
This is a fascinating look at the
man who shepherded Florence
through that dramatic period,
from his foreign policy that
nurtured the city's
cosmopolitanism to his
fostering of a social and
cultural environment in which
literature and art flourished.
The Story Of England Mar 15
2021 The perfect introduction
to England's history for readers
of all ages.
The Medici Sep 28 2019
Medici Money Jun 29 2022
The Medici are famous as the
rulers of Florence at the high
point of the Renaissance. Their
power derived from the family
bank, and this book tells the
fascinating, frequently bloody
story of the family and the
dramatic development and
the-house-of-medici-its-rise-and-fall-christopher-hibbert

collapse of their bank (from
Cosimo who took it over in
1419 to his grandson Lorenzo
the Magnificent who presided
over its precipitous decline).
The Medici faced two
apparently insuperable
problems: how did a banker
deal with the fact that the
Church regarded interest as a
sin and had made it illegal?
How in a small republic like
Florence could he avoid having
his wealth taken away by
taxation? But the bank became
indispensable to the Church.
And the family completely
subverted Florence's claims to
being democratic. They ran the
city. Medici Money explores a
crucial moment in the passage
from the Middle Ages to the
Modern world, a moment when
our own attitudes to money and
morals were being formed. To
read this book is to understand
how much the Renaissance has
to tell us about our own world.
Medici Money is one of the
launch titles in a new series,
Atlas Books, edited by James
Atlas. Atlas Books pairs fine
writers with stories of the
economic forces that have
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shaped the world, in a new
genre - the business book as
literature.
The Medici Jul 31 2022 A
dazzling piece of Italian history
of the infamous family that
become one of the most
powerful in Europe, weaving
its history with Renaissance
greats from Leonardo da Vinci
to Galileo Against the
background of an age which
saw the rebirth of ancient and
classical learning, The Medici
is a remarkably modern story
of power, money and ambition.
Strathern paints a vivid
narrative of the dramatic rise
and fall of the Medici family in
Florence, as well as the Italian
Renaissance which they did so
much to sponsor and
encourage. Strathern also
follows the lives of many of the
great Renaissance artists with
whom the Medici had dealings,
including Leonardo,
Michelangelo and Donatello; as
well as scientists like Galileo
and Pico della Mirandola; and
the fortunes of those members
of the Medici family who
achieved success away from
Florence, including the two
the-house-of-medici-its-rise-and-fall-christopher-hibbert

Medici popes and Catherine de'
Médicis, who became Queen of
France and played a major role
in that country through three
turbulent reigns. ‘A great
overview of one family's
centuries-long role in changing
the face of Europe’ Irish
Independent
The Medici Women Oct 10
2020 The Medici Women is a
study of the women of the
famous Medici family of
Florence in the fifteenth and
early sixteenth centuries.
Natalie Tomas examines
critically the changing
contribution of the women in
the Medici family to the
eventual success of the Medici
regime and their exercise of
power within it; and
contributes to our historical
understanding of how women
were able to wield power in
late medieval and early modern
Italy and Europe. Tomas takes
a feminist approach that
examines the experience of the
Medici women within a critical
framework of gender analysis,
rather than biography. Using
the relationship between
gender and power as a vantage
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point, she analyzes the Medici
women's uses of power and
influence over time. She also
analyzes the varied
contemporary reactions to and
representation of that power,
and the manner in which the
women's actions in the political
sphere changed over the
course of the century between
republican and ducal rule
(1434-1537). The narrative
focuses especially on how
women were able to exercise
power, the constraints placed
upon them, and how their
gender intersected with the
exercise of power and
influence. Keeping the
historiography to a minimum
and explaining all unfamiliar
Italian terms, Tomas makes her
narrative clear and accessible
to non-specialists; thus The
Medici Women appeals to
scholars of women's studies
across disciplines and
geographical boundaries.
The Medici Mar 27 2022
Having founded the bank that
became the most powerful in
Europe in the fifteenth century,
the Medici gained political
power in Florence, raising the
the-house-of-medici-its-rise-and-fall-christopher-hibbert

city to a peak of cultural
achievement and becoming its
hereditary dukes. Among their
number were no fewer than
three popes and a powerful and
influential queen of France.
Their patronage brought about
an explosion of Florentine art
and architecture.
Michelangelo, Donatello, Fra
Angelico and Leonardo are
among the artists with whom
they were associated. Thus
runs the 'received view' of the
Medici. Mary Hollingsworth
argues that the idea that they
were wise rulers and
enlightened fathers of the
Renaissance is a fiction that
has acquired the status of
historical fact. In truth, the
Medici were as devious and
immoral as the Borgias –
tyrants loathed in the city they
illegally made their own and
which they beggared in their
lust for power.
Death in Florence Nov 22 2021
By the end of the fifteenth
century, Florence was well
established as the home of the
Renaissance. As generous
patrons to the likes of Botticelli
and Michelangelo, the ruling
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Medici embodied the
progressive humanist spirit of
the age, and in Lorenzo the
Magnificent they possessed a
diplomat capable of guarding
the militarily weak city in a
climate of constantly shifting
allegiances between the major
Italian powers. However, in the
form of Savonarola, an
unprepossessing provincial
monk, Lorenzo found his
nemesis. Filled with Old
Testament fury and prophecies
of doom, Savonarola's sermons
reverberated among a
disenfranchised population,
who preferred medieval
Biblical certainties to the
philosophical interrogations
and intoxicating surface glitter
of the Renaissance.
Savonarola's aim was to
establish a 'City of God' for his
followers, a new kind of
democratic state, the likes of
which the world had never
seen before.The battle which
this provoked would be a fight
to the death, a series of
sensational events - invasions,
trials by fire, the 'Bonfire of the
Vanities', terrible executions
and mysterious deaths the-house-of-medici-its-rise-and-fall-christopher-hibbert

featuring a cast of the most
important and charismatic
Renaissance figures. This
famous struggle has often been
portrayed as a simple clash of
wills between a benign ruler
and religious fanatic, between
secular pluralism and
repressive extremism.
However, in an exhilaratingly
rich and deeply researched
story, Paul Strathern reveals
the paradoxes, self-doubts and
political compromises which
made the battle for the soul of
the Renaissance city one of the
most complex and important
moments in Western history.
The House Of Medici Nov 03
2022 It was a dynasty with
more wealth, passion, and
power than the houses of
Windsor, Kennedy, and
Rockefeller combined. It
shaped all of Europe and
controlled politics, scientists,
artists, and even popes, for
three hundred years. It was the
house of Medici, patrons of
Botticelli, Michelangelo and
Galileo, benefactors who
turned Florence into a global
power center, and then lost it
all. The House of Medici picks
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up where Barbara Tuchman's
Hibbert delves into the lives of
the Medici family, whose
legacy of increasing selfindulgence and sexual
dalliance eventually led to its
self-destruction. With twentyfour pages of black-and-white
illustrations, this timeless saga
is one of Quill's strongestselling paperbacks.
Under the Guise of Spring
Aug 27 2019 A mesage to a
Medici, unseen for 500 years
has been found. It reveals the
true purpose of Botticelli's
Primavera, while opening a
window on the cryptic world of
the Renaissance Pagan Revival
The Politics of Water in the
Art and Festivals of Medici
Florence May 29 2022 This
book tells the story of one

the-house-of-medici-its-rise-and-fall-christopher-hibbert

dynasty's struggle with water,
to control its flow and manage
its representation. The role of
water in the art and festivals of
Cosimo I and his heirs,
Francesco I and Ferdinando I
de' Medici, informs this richlyillustrated interdisciplinary
study. Else draws on a wealth
of visual and documentary
material to trace how the
Medici sought to harness the
power of Neptune, whether in
the application of his imagery
or in the control over
waterways and maritime
frontiers, as they negotiated a
place in the unstable political
arena of Europe, and competed
with foreign powers more
versed in maritime traditions
and aquatic imagery.
The Florentine Histories Jan 01
2020
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